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1. Lecturer Information 

1. Lecturer Name: Dr. Wael Abd El Sabour 

2. Office Number: B357 

3. Phone Number: NA 

4. Email: Wabdelkader@meu.edu.jo  

5. Office Hours: Sat-Wed 10:00-12:00pm 

 

2. Place and Date of the Course 

1. The Days and Time of the Course: Mon, Wed 10:30-13:00 

2. Place: Building A- Basement floor  

3. Course Laboratory (if any): AB05 

 

3. Sources and References 

1. Course Book:  

The Effective Poster Design Step by Step Guide  

https://people.trentu.ca/~nicholasjones/Poster%20Design.pdf 

2. Other References:  

4. Course Description: 

1. The Description: 

The range and scope of graphic media products is wider than it has ever been. As the 

media and communications industries expand, the demand for versatile, creative designers is 

stronger than ever. Despite the largely digital or electronic nature of most vocational practice in 

graphic media, designers need to be able to use a wide variety of practices, tools and materials in order 

mailto:Wabdelkader@meu.edu.jo
https://people.trentu.ca/~nicholasjones/Poster%20Design.pdf
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to meet the need for original, inventive design. Designers need these abilities and skills to 

compete and succeed in the industry. 

A film poster is a poster used to promote and advertise a film. Studios often print 

several posters that vary in size and content for various domestic and international 

markets. They normally contain an image with text. Today's posters often feature 

photographs of the main actors. Prior to the 1980s, illustrations instead of photos were 

far more common. The text on film posters usually contains the film title in large 

lettering and often the names of the main actors. It may also include a tagline, the 

name of the director, names of characters, the release date, etc. 

Film posters are displayed inside and on the outside of movie theaters, and elsewhere 

on the street or in shops. The same images appear in the film exhibitor's pressbook and 

may also be used on websites, DVD (and historically VHS) packaging, flyers, 

advertisements in newspapers and magazines, etc. 

Film posters have been used since the earliest public exhibitions of film. They began 

as outside placards listing the program of (short) films to be shown inside the hall or 

movie theater. By the early 1900s, they began to feature illustrations of a film scene or 

an array of overlaid images from several scenes. Other posters have used artistic 

interpretations of a scene or even the theme of the film, represented in a wide variety 

of artistic styles. 

In this Course, the students learn how to redesign movie posters using different 

elements and different characters within the context of the movie.  

Commercial Poster  

Poster, printed-paper announcement or advertisement that is exhibited publicly. 

Whether promoting a product, an event, or a sentiment (such as patriotism), a poster 

must immediately catch the attention of the passerby. There is no set way to 

accomplish this; success can stem, for example, from the instantaneous impact of a 

concise, striking design or from the sumptuous appeal of an ornate work of art. By 

extension, the term poster is used to denote a paper panel printed for display as a 

novelty or as a work of art. 

Although printed public advertisements can be traced to the 15th century, the poster as 

it is understood today did not emerge until around 1860, given impetus by the 

invention of lithography, which allowed brilliantly colored posters to be produced 

cheaply and easily. The first of the great modern poster artists, Jules Chéret, began his 

career in 1867 with a theatrical poster announcing a performance by Sarah Bernhardt. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tagline
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Movie_theater
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressbook
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illustration
https://www.britannica.com/topic/advertising
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sentiment
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/impetus
https://www.britannica.com/technology/lithography
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Jules-Cheret
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Sarah-Bernhardt
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His captivating depictions of the entertainers of Parisian night life, rendered in clear, 

radiant colours, dominated Paris displays for the last 30 years of the 19th century and 

also attracted others to the medium. The result was extraordinary diversity of style, 

from the folk art imagery of anonymous lithographers to major works by the best 

known of the poster artists, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec. Lautrec’s posters of the 1890s, 

characterized by bold, dramatic designs, are lively and sensitive depictions of Parisian 

personalities. 

Interest in the poster was heightened by the appearance in the 1890s of the style 

known as Art Nouveau, characterized by flowing, organic lines, elegant grace, and a 

richly complex symbolism. Because it combined decorative brilliance with a faith that 

fine art could be popular and useful, the movement found the poster a natural form. 

The undisputed master of Art Nouveau was a Czech living in Paris, Alphonse Mucha. 

His first poster was for Sarah Bernhardt; its exotic Byzantine ornament and subtle use 

of color brought him overnight success; it was the first of a legacy of posters by him, 

ranging from grand theatre announcements to advertisements for cigarette papers and 

chocolate, that remain unsurpassed in beauty and inventiveness. Among the many 

other manifestations of the Art Nouveau poster were, in Paris, the elegant works of 

Georges de Feure and Eugène Grasset; in the Netherlands, the stylized posters of  

Jan Toorop; in Austria, the elegantly ordered works of Koloman Moser and Alfred 

Roller; and, finally, the work of Will Bradley, who took the style to the United States. 

With the outbreak of World War I in 1914, the poster became an art that could 

influence history. Prior to the ascendancy of motion pictures and television, it was 

politically the most important of all visual media. It was easily produced and 

immediate in impact, and it could be posted wherever there was a public to see it. 

Given such a role, posters of war and revolution may be quite forceful, varied, and 

revealing. The propagandistic posters of the early years of the Soviet Union, for 

example, aimed at a largely illiterate population, are blunt and powerful; those of the 

late Austro-Hungarian Empire have a lyrical medieval gallantry; and those of 

the World War I United States display a swaggering hometown naïveté. All reveal a 

need to embody the aspirations not only of the group that produced them but also of 

the entire people to whom they were addressed. An outstanding example is James 

Montgomery Flagg’s famous U.S. recruiting poster of Uncle Sam pointing directly at 

the viewer, a forceful call to patriotism during World War I. 

The industrial boom of the early 20th century gave rise to advertising posters for 

virtually every conceivable product and event. Many express the spirit or stylistic 

excess of their day, from the primitive and folk art quality of early circus posters to the 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/captivating
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/diversity
https://www.britannica.com/art/folk-art
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Henri-de-Toulouse-Lautrec
https://www.britannica.com/art/Art-Nouveau
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Alphonse-Mucha
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Byzantine
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/legacy
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/manifestations
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Jan-Toorop
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Will-Bradley
https://www.britannica.com/place/United-States
https://www.britannica.com/place/Soviet-Union
https://www.britannica.com/place/Austria-Hungary
https://www.britannica.com/event/World-War-I
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/aspirations
https://www.britannica.com/biography/James-Montgomery-Flagg
https://www.britannica.com/biography/James-Montgomery-Flagg
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Uncle-Sam
https://www.britannica.com/topic/advertising
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sophisticated and streamlined travel posters of the 1930s. The onslaught of radio and 

television and an almost complete reliance on photography in advertising, however, 

brought about an eclipse in poster art. 

From the 1960s on, a regeneration of popular art forms, beginning with popular music, 

led to a new interest in posters. In San Francisco, where the movement was strongest.  

Nowadays Commercial posters play a great role in the success of any commercial 

printed Campaign.  

 

2. Objectives: 

1-Knowledge Skills 

 

a-Students will have a general knowledge of the history and development of            

Posters  

b-Students will have knowledge of the most important Poster trends and 

International Artists. 

 

2-Cognitive skills 

 

a- Demonstrate a thorough understanding of the elements of Poster and 

Magazine design 

b-  b- Demonstrate an understanding of Poster and Magazine design 

principles. 

c- Students will be able to conduct a thorough research related to their design Project. 

 

5. Learning Outcomes of the Course: 

 

1-Be able to use Programs related to the Poster and Magazine Design including 

Adobe Photoshop and Adobe InDesign.  

2-Students will learn how to combined media such as ,photography, digital media , drawing, 

illustration, and image manipulation to produce poster and magazine designs 

 

6. Learning Outcomes of the Program: 

https://www.britannica.com/art/popular-art
https://www.britannica.com/art/popular-music
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1-Be able to select reproduction techniques towards graphic image outcomes 

Reproduction techniques: Drawing, Painting, Printmaking, Collage and Mixed Techniques. 

 

 

7. Teaching Methods 

Presentations, workshops, Tutorials 

 

8. Evaluation Methods and their Percentage Value % 

  

 

Description Value Evaluation # 

 20% First Exam 1. 

 20% Mid Exam 1.  

 40% Final Exam 2.  

 20% Participation 3.  

 

9. The Timetable for the Implementation of Course 

 

 

Output 

Number of 

the Program 

Number of 

Educational 

Output of the 

Material 

Reference in the 

Course Book 

(Pages) 

Subject Week 

 1-2 12-16 *Introduction to the 

Course Syllabus. 

 

1 

 2 16-34 *Introduction to the 

definition of Poster. 

* Introduction to Photo 

Editing in Photoshop.   

 

2 

 2 34-44 * Introduction to Photo 

Editing in Photoshop.   

 

3 
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 1 , 2 44-52 Introduction to the first 

project ( redesign of a 

movie poster ) 

4 

 NA 52-68 Review of the initial 

designs of (movie 

poster)   

5 

 NA 76-82 *Final Revision   6 

 NA  Mid Exam 

Delivering the ( Movie 

Poster ) Design   

7 

 1, 2 96-104 Introduction to the 

Second project 

(Commercial Posters ) 

8 

 1 NA Research about 

Commercial Posters   

9 

 NA NA 
Revision of the Designs 

of the Commercial 

Posters. 

10 

 NA 
NA Revision of the Designs 

of the Commercial 

Posters. 

11 

 NA 

NA Second Exam 

Delivering the  

( Commercial Poster ) 

Design   

12 

 1 
NA  Introduction to Adobe 

InDesign 
13 

 1 NA 
Introduction to Adobe 

InDesign 
14 

 1 ,2 150-156 Magazine Design 15 

 NA -- 

Final Exam 

Delivering Magazine 

Designs. 

 

16 
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10. Course Policies 
 

- They are demonstrated according to the Regulations of Granting the degree 

(Bachelor and Masters) / Student Guide. 

 

- They Should Be Explained to the Students in the First Meeting. 

 

 

1. Attendance: At least 85% of Classes should be attended.  

2. Delays: Maximum 15 Minute delay is allowed  

3. Examinations: First 20% , Second 20% and Final 40% 

4. Homework and Projects: NA 

5. Attending the Exams and Meeting the Deadlines: 

6. Cheating and Punishment: Disqualification of the Exam  


